ated with this family. The algebras studied by M. S. Frank [2] are included in our family, but those of dimension m(pn -l) in general appear to be new.
Since this paper was written, the paper of A. A. Albert and M. S. Frank [l] has been published. The relation between the algebras studied in [l] and those in this paper will be mentioned in §9, although it is not thoroughly clarified yet. 1. Definition of the family %. Let <$ be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0, and 21 the group algebra over $ of an abelian group ® of type (p,P, ■ ■ • , p) and order pn. Let D0, • • • , Dm be derivations (2) of SI such that Di o Dj = 0 for all i, j, and let a0, ■ • ■ , am£2t be such that The elements a0, ■ ■ • , am of 21 will be always assumed to be chosen such that (1.0.1) is satisfied. An ordered set (Do, • • • , Dm) of derivations of §1 will be called a semi-system if (1.0.2)- (1.0.4) are satisfied, and a system if (1.0.2)-(1.0.5) are satisfied (3) . Since we fix m>0 throughout this paper, a semi-system or a system (7>0, • • • , Dm) will usually be denoted by the notation (Di). It is shown in [4] that m <n must hold for a system. The following lemma is also shown in [4 ] : Lemma 1.1. For a system (Di), iff and a* £21 are such that Dif = atffor all i, thenf = 0 or f is a unit in 21. Thus we may state (3) Semi-system and system in this paper may be called in the language of [4] "orthogonal system satisfying (1.0.4)" and "orthogonal system satisfying (1.0.4)-(1.0.5)," respectively. Theorem 2.2. If the system (T>[) is given by (2.0.1), then £(T>,-, ai) = 2(D{, al), where a' are given by (2.2.1).
The following lemma is useful in changing the formula (2.2.1). Lemma 2.3. Let (Di) be a system, and let a,y£2l be such that Diajk=Dja,kfor all i, j, k =0, 1, • • • , m. Let dij be the cofactor of aji in the determinant of the (m + l)X(m + l) matrix (at-y). Then YT-o Dsais = 0 for all i. Thus we see that 2-^«5o» = 0. Similarly J^TJJ.a,-,= 0 f°r a^ *• Thus Lemma 2.3 is proved. Using Lemma 2.3, we can change (2.2.1) into a more convenient form. We set a,'y = Cy. Then the formula corresponding to (2.0.2) shows that a,y satisfy the condition of Lemma 2.3. Let/ = det (c'v) Conversely if elements atjE$ satisfy (3.2.2)-(3.2.3) and if Dt are defined by (3.2.1) with an arbitrary set of principal generators gi, ■ ■ • , gn of 21, then (£>,•) is a system, as is proved in §9 of [4] . We shall now show that the system (Di) is principal. Let 7) ,/£<!> for all i, where/= X/y«g"> 7uE$-Then yu(efu) = 0 for all u^O and i, and hence by (3.2.4) we have7" = 0 for all u?*0. Therefore /G$, and hence (77>,) is shown to be principal.
For any integers m and n such that 0^=m<n, there exist «,,£<!> such that (3.2.2)-(3.2.3) hold, since $ is assumed to be algebraically closed and hence infinite.
Suppose that the system (Di) is given by (3. Let Dib' = (ai-a! )b' for all *. Then Di(b~lV) = (a{-a< )b~lb'. We may suppose that b~1b'= Yv£% "Yug", where 7"G*.
Then (et-u)yu = («;-«/)yu for all i. Therefore if 7U?^0 then e,-« = «,--a/ for all i. Furthermore, if 7U'5^0 then ei-u = ai-al =ei-u', and hence (e,--« -m')=0 for all i. Hence we have u = u'. Therefore, any proper element of (Di; ai) is, up to a constant factor, of the form bgu, and the proper root belonging to bgu is (a0-(e0-u), • ■ ■ ,
It is easily seen that bgu is a proper element of (Dt; ai) for any w£25. Thus Lemma 4.1 is proved.
By Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1, every %Er5 can be expressed as 8 = £(T>j; ai) with some principal system (Di). If there exists a proper element b of (Di; ai) such that the proper root belonging to b is zero, i.e. a, = 0 for all i, then we shall say that 2 is of type I. Otherwise, 8 is said to be of type II. We will show that the above definition of the type of 2 = 2(D{; ai) is independent of the principal system (77>,) used to form 8. This will be done by computing the dimension of 8 over $ as follows.
Let b be a proper element of 8 = 8(77>;; ai) and let (a0, • • • , am) he the proper root belonging to b. Since & is a unit in 21, every element 7>£8 can be written in the form 7> = &£/;7?,-, with/,£2I.
An elementary computation shows that the condition YDi(bfi) = YaMi 's equivalent to £7>,/; = Ya<fi-Hence we have 8(77,; ai) = *>8(7?,-; ai) where &8 = {&7)|i7>£8}. In particular, dim 8(7);; a,)=dim 8(7>;; ai). Suppose now that (Di) is a principal system and the gi, • • • , gn form a set of principal generators belonging to (77;). Consider 7)= £/;7>;£8 (7);; ai). We may write /,= Y^e® <t>i.ugu, where <j>i,uE^-Then the condition Y^if% = Ya*fi1S easily seen to be equivalent to
We set Du=g"Yi 4>i.uDi. Then D=YD», A<£8(77),-; ai). Thus the vector space 8(7),-; at) over $ is a direct sum of the vector spaces 8U, m£33, where 8« consists of elements of the form gvYi £&» £<©!?• Now g"££;7);£8u if and only if
Suppose that 8 = 8(7);; ai) is of type I. Then we may assume «; = 0 for all i.
From (3.2.4) and (4.2.1) it follows easily that dim 2u = m for m^O and that dim 2o = fn + l-Hence dim 2 = mpn + l.
Suppose that 8 = 8(7);; ai) is of type II. By (3.2.5), we may set a, = e,-/fe, where ££33. Then by Lemma 4.1 we see that (4) .) It was shown in the course of the proof of Theorem 4.2 that 8 is spanned by the elements of the form *>g"(££;7>;),
Introduce the symbol (x, u)=bgu(Y%*Di). Then: (4) The idea of considering the case k^O for algebras of type I will become clear when the reader reaches §7. Suppose u+v = 2k. Then (x-u-k) = (y-u -k) =0. Therefore, if u^k, x^0, then y=Xx with XG^ since m = l. Hence
Thus we see that if Y(xu< «)£8", the second derived algebra of 8, then Xk =X2k = 0. In other words, 8" is contained, as an ideal, in the subalgebra con-sisting of all Y(x«< m)£8 such that xk = x2k = 0. In particular, dim 8"^pn -2. Later we shall see that 8" is simple and of dimension pn -2, provided p^-2.
6. Reduction theorems. We define a subfamily gc of % as follows: 8£5« if and only if there exists a principal system (7),) and elements X;£<I? such that 8 = 8(7),-; X,). As we shall see later, algebras in %c can be discussed fairly easily.
It is an open question whether $ = %c or not.
Theorem 6.1. Let 8 =8(7),-; ai) be defined by a principal system (D,). Then Since (Di) is principal, we have c£$, and hence £,-= 0 for all i. Thus det (7,7) ?*0 is proved._Let (y'tJ) be the inverse matrix of (7,7), and let X;= Y> T<«XS, et■,-Y> C7si,/ = det (DiSj+bij), 7 = de_t (7,7). Then f=fy, and from (6.1 .2) and (6.1.3) we have easily d;= -/-17);/+77>;(£xsc,)+A; for all i.
Suppose conversely, that there exist c,£2I and X;£<E> such that/ = det (77>;C; + 5;y) is a unit in 21 and such that (6.1.1) holds. We set Cy=27,Cy+8,y, (c,y) = (c«)_1, Di = Y> CuD,. First, we shall show that (Di) is a system. Since (D{) is already a system, by Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to show that Di o Dj = 0 for all i, j. Since 77,-= Y> c'nP'* for all i, we have
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Now Dic'jt = Djc'u for all *, j, t, so that Y:* cLcjt(P>i ° T>/)=0 for all i, j.
Finally since det (c'v) is a unit in SI, we have DI oD,'=0 for all.? and t. Thus (D-) is proved to be a system. We shall show that (Di) Corollary 6.4. Let (Di) be a principal system, and let f be a unit in SI which is unitary with respect to (Di). Then 8(T?,-; -/-1-D<f)£r5o-Proof. In view of Theorem 6.3 it is sufficient to show that there exist Co, ■ ■ ■ , cm£3l such that/=7 det (ZVy+Sy) with a nonzero element 7 in $.
It was proved in §9 of [4] that for any principal system (Di), there exist elements a,E^ such that the derivation D= 5^a,T),-satisfy the condition: we have xyw, = 0. But then (7.4.1) yields x,-wy = 0, since xyj^O. This is a contradiction, and Lemma 7.4 is proved. zero X£$ such that (7.7.1) x-(ui -u2) = Xx-k ior all x£3£. By setting x=xi in (7.7.1), we have (X -l)xi-&=0. If X^l then
Xi-fc = 0, as required. Suppose X = l. Then by (7.7.1) we have x-(ui -u2) = xk for all x£3i. Therefore 8 is of type 7, and we may assume Ui -u2 = k. Hence m2^0, and we have x2-(u2 + k) =0, x2-(u2 -k) =0. Since p9£2, we have x2-u2 = x2-k = 0. By Lemma 7.4, Xi-u2 = 0. Now the subspace 91' consisting of all x' such that x'-m2 = 0 is of dimension m = l, since 0^m2£33. Hence Xi=px2 with some p£$. Then Xi-k=fxx2-k = 0, as required.
Lemma 7.8. If A = 2"-i (xit ui), X;?^0, is a minimal element in a nonzero ideal 3 in 8, where p is assumed 9*2 if both of k 9*0 and m = l hold, then r -1.
Proof. Suppose r>l. We shall derive a contradiction. First consider the case k9*0. By Lemma 7.5, we may assume that Ui9*0, In the following, we shall denote by 9i(m), where m£33, the subspace 9J' = {x' | x' • m = 0} of R, provided there exists at least one element x £9J such that x-m^O. Note that dt(u), ii it exists, is always of dimension m. If 8 is of type II and if m£33 then by (4.2.2) there exists x£9t such that x-(u -k) 9*0, and hence we can always define 9?(m -k). Proof. By Lemma 7.9, it is sufficient to show that there exists x£SR(ra -k) such that x£SR(z> -k), x£SR(f -2k). Suppose that every x£SR(ra -k) is either in SR(z> -k) or in yt (v -2k) . Let x,£SR(m -k) be such that x,£SR(» -ik), i=l, 2. Then Xi£SR(z> -2k) and x2£SR(z' -k). Then x = Xi+x2£SR(w-ik), i = l, 2, and x£SR(« -k). Proof. If x-(u'-k) =0 for all w'£25, then x-ra' = 0 for all ra'£25, and hence x = 0. Therefore there exists ra'£25 such that x-(u'-k) ¥0. If x-(u'-2k)¥0, then w = w' is the required element. Suppose x-(u' -2k)=0. Then x-(u' -k) = xk¥0. Hence k¥0 and ra = 0 is the required element of 25, since x-2&5^0
follows from p^2.
Lemma 7.13. Suppose that k¥0 and that p>2 if m = 1. Then all 0-terms are contained in any ideal 3^0 of 8.
Proof. First consider the case p¥2. By Lemma 7.8 there exists a nonzero element (x', u') in 3. Since x'?^0, by Lemma 7.12 there exists w£25 such that x'£SR(w -k), x'E'R(u -2k). Then, by Lemma 7.9, all ra-terms are contained in . Then, again by Lemma 7.12, there exists ^£25 such thatx£SR(i'-ik),i=l Hence (y, 2k)£3 for any y£SR(f -k)f~\dt(k).
Let 0^y£SR(t> -^)r^SR(^), which is possible since m>l, and let y-v'^0. Then SR(j/)^SR(£), and as before (y', 2k) £3 for any y'£SR(V-&)_riSR(£).
Since y£SR(z>'-&)P\SR(&), all 2&-terms are contained in 3-Thus 3=8, which proves the simplicity of 8 = 8'.
The following two theorems may be proved similarly. easily that d(bgi)/dgi = bgi for all i. Hence we have bgi = 0, 6 = 0, a contradiction. Thus Xn is of type II, and hence of dimension (ra -l)pn. The authors have been unable to decide whether or not 8£rjc. If 8£gc then 8 will fall into the family considered in Theorem 8. 4 .
Consider now any simple algebra 8 of dimension p" -1 obtained by setting m = 1 in our Theorem 8.1. Itisspanned byelementsof the form gu(£oT>o+£iT'i), where gx, ■ ■ • , gn is a set of principal generators belonging to the principal system (TJ>0, Di) and where £o, £iE$ are such that £oT>ogu+£iT>igu = 0. Therefore we may take as a basis of 8 elements of the form eu = (Dxg")D0 -(D0gu)Dx, u running over all elements s^O in 25. Set Then it is easily seen that euo e,=<p (u, v) eu+T for all u and v. The function <b(u, v) is a skew-symmetric bilinear form with respect to u and v. Therefore the algebra 8 becomes a special case of the algebras considered in Theorem 11 of [l] if <p(u, v) satisfies the condition:
